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Voice o f the Students

Acting Student Center
Director appointed in
lieu of suspended Gieza
by Greg MacSweeney
Constance Ford, Associate
Director of Residence Life, was
appointed Acting Director of the
Student CenteronMarch 8 follow
ing the recent suspension of Stu
dent Center Director Robert Gie
za.
As acting director of the Stu
dent Center, Ford’s direct respon
sibility will be to supervise the
staff including all building man
agement and the maintenance de
partment.
Ford said her assignment to
the Student Center is only tempo-

rary and she plans to return to Res
idence Life. There she oversees all
of the hiring for positions from
building m anager to desk assis
tant and manages Student De
velopment in all of the residence
halls and Clove Road apartments.
Ford holds a Bachelors and a
Masters degree in business from
Trenton State College. According
to Dr. Domenica Desiderioscioli,
Acting Vice President for Student
Development and Campus Life,
Ford also brings with her eight
years of experience in the area of
facility management. This experi

ence includes positions at Trenton
State and Rider College in New
Jersey.
Ford was Assistant Resi
dence Life Program Coordinator
at Trenton State and organized pro
grams for the residence halls in
cluding concerts and special activ
ities, Ford said.
“I consider my job at Resi
dence Life a move up in my ca
reer,” Ford said. She says that she
hopes someday she will direct a
Residence Life program. That, she
says, is where her heart is.

MSC grad escapes Terror
at the Towers unscathed
• Joined in disaster response effort
by Alex Castlno
A MSC graduate survived
the World Trade Center bomb ex
plosion without injury on Friday,
Feb. 26.
Verona resident Tim Degnan, 40, who is a Maintenance Unit
supervisor for the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey at
the World Trade Center was on the
same level of the bomb.
“It was a sound that I ’ll nev
er forget for the rest of my life,”
said Degnan. The former MSC stu
dent was in an employee locker
room at the north side of the B2
level of 1 World Trade Center at
the time of die blast. “Ground Zero”
of the explosion was 180 ft. away
at the south side of that level ex
plained Degnan.
After being knocked to die

floor from the vibrations of the
explosion, Degnan’s first thought
were of “anticipation.” “I thought
the ceiling was going to come down
on me....I was waiting for some
thing else to happen,” said Deg
nan.
While hearing “moans” of
some co-workers closer to the ex
plosion area who were “black
from smoke, bleeding and in a
state of shock," D egnan’s main
interest was helping these peo
ple get to the safety of the main
councourse level two flights up. “I
didn’t think of the danger of the
smokey corridors,” said Degnan.
“I was more concerned with me
people I knew were in the area,” he
added.
For the next 12 hours Deg-

nan played a role in the disaster
response team when he learned he
had lost four close Port Authority
co-workers who were killed from
the explosion. “This experience
hasn’t sunk in yet” said Degnan.
Degnan now faces the job of
“getting the building back in
shape.” Degnan’s 12 hour shifts
includes supervising repairs of
some of the 90 windows broken on
the upper levels, repairs of doors,
painting of the interior and con
structing makeshift offices for the
Disaster Command Center.
D egnan graduated from
MSC in 1989 with a degree in
Industrial Studies. He has been
employed by the Port Authority
for over 20 years.
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Swiped:

Montclarion staffers working in room 112E

SGA Executive
Board acts to usurp
M ontclarion office
by Glenn Steinberg
SGA President, Gouri Sadhwani, informed The Montclarion
Tuesday that one of their offices,
112E, must be vacated to make
room for Student Government leg
islators, according to Editor-inchief Kevin Colligan.
"There was no discussion as
far as she was concerned," Colli
gan said, "I told her that the office
was occupied and I couldn't afford
to give it up, but it didn't seem to
matter."
SGA Vice President, Rich
ard Kunze said the space would be
necessary for the legislators to ful
fill their mandatory office hours
andworkonvariousprojects. "The
office space [of all student-run or
ganizations in the Student Center]
is owned by the SGA," he said.
Kunze explained that the SGA
Executive Board decided to "allo
cate" the space to the legislators
rather than The Montclarion.
"Using their [the SGA Exec
utive Board] logic, any piece of
property owned by a student orga
nization is subject to seizure at any
time," Colligan said, "That office
has been used by The Montclarion

since the Student Center opened.
Tliis 'reallocation' line is bullshit."
George Calle, M anaging
E<litor of The Montclarion, brought
the matter to the attention of tire
legislature during last night's SGA
meeting. "Most legislators were
very receptive and concerned with
ourneeds. However, Gouri seemed
adamantly resolute to rule by de
cree and stand by her original posi
tion which leaves The Montclari
on no role in the final decision
making."
Colligan and Calle have
called for a search for an alterna
tive site for the legislators' office.
One suggestion has been room
112F, formerly one of two SGA
Cabinet offices which is slated to
become a storage area for SGA
financial records according to SGA
Treasurer, Robert Tranter.
Calle has offered to donate
his time to help find a mutually
agreeable site for legislative office
space. "As long as we are ap
proached in a civilized manner,"
he said, "we are more than willing
to help find a solution towards ob
taining well-deserved office space
for the legislators."

compiled by T.S. Lawton from The New York Times, The Herald, The Star Ledger, The Record and CNN
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Despite laws against forced labor, millions are being enslaved worldwide according to an Interna
tional Labor Organization report. As many as 200 million people may be in bondage.
Serbia's military leader has agreed to let women, children and the elderly flee to eastern enclaves that
his forces have sealed off from intematonal aid. Bosnian forces are preparing for an offensive to free the
area.
Romania and Bulgaria were rocked by the biggest blizzard to hit the region in decades. Two feet of
snow fell even in the lower coastal areas. The Balkan region has been keeping with a pattern of brutal
winters following wars dating back to at least the American Revolution.
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Israeli citizens blamed Palestinian laborers for slashing their boss' throat as he brought them to work.

Possible Snow
Low: !6
High: 30

Democrats of the House Budget Commitee said late Monday that they have found 63 billion dollars
more that they feel can be cut from the budget. The cuts will take place over a four year period. These further
cuts are close to Clinton's original deficit reduction.
David Koresh and his Branch Davidian Followers are held up in a compound by the F,B.I. agents. 21
of the 38 children assessed to be inside the settlement 10 miles east o f Waco, Texas have been freed. The
F.B.I. fears that Koresh is hoping for a fire fight. Reportedly, all those still in the compound are there of
their own volition.
A federal administrative law judge started hearing an animal welfare violations case against a major
supplier of biological studies products. Carolina biological supply is accused by an animal rights group of
embalming live cats. A videotape has recorded several cats twitching during the process and is the main
evidence.
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A major winter storm plowed across the region late last week. Winds up to 75 mph were recorded across
the region. 200,000 people lost power throughout the area. Coastal erosion and flooding washed away about
a dozen homes but the storm did far less damage than the December Nor'Easter.
Several arrests were made relating to the W orld Trade Center bombing. Authorities have not decisively
determined how or if the suspects actually took part in the attack. The van used for the bomb was rented
and returned to the rental agency by a m an demanding his 400 dollar deposit back. He claims the van was
stolen. People hurt in the blast have already begun to file lawsuits.
On M onday a bill that would require public school health and family life teachers to stress abstinence
as the only reliable way to avoid sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy was approved by a 54-7 vote
in the New Jersey State Assembly.

Report any corrections to The Montclarion
893-5169 or drop us a memo. We are located in the
Student Center Annex, Rm. 113.
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Campus
Police
Report

President Clinton unveils
National Service Plan

compiled by Kelly J. Schab

Solicitors on the rise
Reports of soliciting of perfume and
other items, seemingly targeted to fraterni
ties and sororities, have been reported on
Mar. 5 and Mar. 8.
The solicitors, according to Sgt. De
bra Newcombe of the MSC campus Police,
all hail from the same area of New York,
Huntington and Flushing and are all college
age or a little older.
“There is an unwritten policy that you
can't arrest anyone for soliciting,” New
combe said. However, she said, campus
police can arrest solicitors for trespassing.
In towns, people need permits to solicit,
according to Newcombe.
She advised students to report any
solicitors right away and let the campus
police deal with them. Newcombe also said
that there should be “no soliciting” signs
posted in all buildings.
Vandilization
• Motor Vehicle
3/5 A female Blanton resident
reported a window was broken while her car
was parked overnight in lot 21.
• Soda Machine
3/7 An employee of the student
center reported at 12:20 pm that one CocaCola machine was damaged.
Requested Assistance
3/6 Little Falls Police Department
requested assistance to aprehendpeople who
skipped out without paying their check at
the Ambrosia Diner. With a description of
lire car, campus poilce were able to locate
the offenders in Blanton Hall. They were
taken into custody where they payed restitution. No criminal charges were pressed
against them.
Discharged Fire Extinguisher
3/6 Someone had discharged a fire
extinguisher on the main stage in Memorial

Auditorium.
Theft from Motor Vehicle
3/6 A female Blanton resident
reported her car was broken into while it was
parked overnight in lot 23. Credit cards and
cash were taken from her purse.
Recovered Stolen Vehicle
3/7 A officer recovered a car that
was stolen from Bloomfield and was dropped
off at MSC.
Harrassment
3/8 A female Blanton resident
reported she had been receiving obscene
phone calls.

Clinton being interviewed byMTV's Tabitha Soren
Medical
3/8 A female Blanton resident
reported severe abdominal pain. She was
taken to the hospital by the Montclair ambu
lance squad.
Suspicious Activities
3/8 A female Bohn resident re
ported someone had tried to set her door on
fire.
Theft
3/8 A bag was taken from Finley
Hall.
3/8 A female student reported the
theft of her wallet from her pocket book
from the T.V. studio.
Update
3/8 The trial o f Steven Sanders,
the former student indicted with charges of
burglary and theft from the Aldan food
service safe in Blanton Hall, was put to trial
by grand jury. He was also indicted with
charges of theft by deception and theft from
the bookstore.

Be a part of
something special

by Laurle-Elalne Matrlclan
President Clinton challenged young has called for a Summer of Service. This
people to join him in “a great national ad summer,more than 1,000 young people will
venture that will change America forever, serve in selected areas around the country,
and for the better,” in an address to students learning to lead and getting children who are at
risk ready for school. Through this plan, Ginton
at Rutgers University on March 1,1993.
The Great American Adventure, oth hopestomakeacollegeeducation available to
erwise known as the national service plan every American.
How will this plan affect Montclair
will enable young people to borrow the
money for college from the government, State College? “I only know what I ’ve seen
then pay back the loan through one or two in the newspapers, that they are outlining die
years of community service work before, national service plan. We, the New Jersey
during or after college.
Association of Student Financial Aid Ad
Through national service, thousands ministrators, have not yet received any draft
will have the opportunity to pay for college of this proposal. I do, however, see it as an
by rebuilding their communities—serving incentive to work in areas that need help in
as teachers, police officers, health care work exchange for an opportunity to meet college
ers and in other capacities.
expenses,” said Dr. Richards, Director of
In order to initiate this plan, Ginton Financial Aid.

SGA protests
windows
by Jennifer Madera

Connie Ford has been giv
en the position of acting director
of the Student CenterAdministration. The Student Center Administration provides maintenance to
the building and keeps the facility
aesthetically intact.
It is costing MSC $2.3 mil
lion to renovate Partridge Hall
into the buisiness administration
building. O f the $2.3 million it is
costing $80,000 to install new
windows in the faculty offices.
The SGA finds these expenses
very excessive.
In the open forum, repre
sentatives from The Montclarion
complained about the SGA Exec
utive Board's decision to convert
an active Montclarion office into

one for the SGA legislators.
The Latin American Student
Organization (LAS O) was granted
a G ass One charter for the aca
demic year 1993-94. LASO was
established in 1970 and takes pride
in being the first Latino-run stu
dent organization in New Jersey.
They have 80 members and was
voted best Class One organization
last year.
The Conservation Club was
granted a G ass One charter for the
academic year 1993-94. They were
founded in 1969 and is considered
to be the ecological conscience of
MSC. They work in recycling,
sponsor Earth Week and have var
ious environmental workshops and
lectures.
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CALL: Ceot) iffl-Ä-W BETWEEN 04:00 pm AND ( M U
MONDAY - WEDNESMf AND FRIDAY ONLY.
Solutions from your Applo Campus Rosoller:
the perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget.

TWo inexpensive ambinations
that will help you survive even the
most grueling semester:

Peppermi and Mushroom.

Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh' system ever. The new Macintosh Color Classic' computer gives
you a sharp, bright Sony Trinitron display, built-in audio, file
sharing, networking and more. And the new, compact Apple'
StyleWritef II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output

while still fitting within your budget. See this new system
today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you’ll get special student pricing, as well as service during colleger And
discover the power of Macintosh. The power more ^
college students choose. The power to be your best,

For further informationvisit
The College Store
LowerLevel- Student Center Building
■ S m ia isa ra iM rm ilrJ h m .^ a ^R ^lm u M a re .^ /u lic n M lS e rm P n M id rri em A ltkC om /M er. Inc..Illrit/*nam «l. ¿(fie. to Applt logo. Kao»*»* SM M kr W Tif/wirrfciriuwfctf an rcgb/md tm km ark of
Apple Computer. Inc. Class*: is a register«!trademark licensed to Afftie Computer. Inc. Trinitron n a regjakredtrademark ofSan Corporation

Sandra Cammilleri

Uncommon
men & Others

In celebration of National Women’s Histoty Month, Studio Theatre Series o f MS proudly presents Uncommon Women and Others bv
Wendy Wasserstein. Directed by senior BFA acting major, Cara Andrichak, this production takes a revealing look at wom en’s changing roles
during the early seventies. It speaks a universal message to all people as it probes deep into the hearts and psyche of individuals confronted
with a myriad of choices. The play begins as a group o f women friends reunite and reminisce about college life. A series of flashbacks take
us back to the time when the girls were still in college.
The “uncommon women” include Elyse Wolf as Kate, Stephanie Koempel as Samantha, Rebecca Rhodes as Holly, Stacey Roth as Muffet
Sakeenah as Rita, Jennifer Ritchkoff as Susie, Laura Ketcham as Carter, Kristianne Meyer as Leilah, and Stacy Rice as the ditzy house mother
Mrs. Plumm.
As a whole, the cast does a fine job of blending wit, humor and seriousness to show the uniqueness o f their characters. There are also some
notable performances by the individual actresses. Elyse Wolf who plays Katie Quin, an ambitious and driven girls, gives a compelling and
realistic portrayal of a young woman determined to be successful. Sakeenah as the “ever creative” Rita Altabel is not only comical in her
portrayal, but very energetic and lively. She imbues her character with an uncanniness that is surpassed only by her frivolity. And, Laura
Ketcham, though a minor character in the play, well enacts her role of Carter “the quiet intellectual” who takes it all in from an objective distance
Her expressions provide a wealth of insight about her character.
Set design by Amy Horvath is realistic depicting college dorms and a sitting room. Light design by Sharon Mayerchak is effective, and
costumes, designed by Tanya Guercy enhance the authenticity of the play’s time period.
In an interview, director Andrichak summed up the production’s significance by stating: “It’s trying to give the audience a way to relate
to life’s experiences. This is close to what we all go through.”
Performances of Uncommon Women and Others run on March 9 through March 13 at 8 pm and March 14 at 2 pm. For ticket information
call 893-5112.
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W h a t do you think the punishment
should be for the W o rld Trade
Center bom bing?

I think we should bungee cord
him from the top of the World Trade
Center and then cut the rope.

I feel that this person should be
executed because he/she is respon
sible for the deaths of five people and
injuries to many others.

Bob Wall
Senior, Marketing
I think the punishment should
be death.

Jennifer Crossley
Freshman, Education

Ray Acevedo
Junior, Technology

i
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Social
3/11 Alpha Iota Chi and Zeta Beta Tau
mixer.
3/11 Theta Kappa Chi will be mixing
with Iota Kappa Phi from NJIT.
3/11 Phi Sigma Sigma is having a mixer
with Theta Xi.
3/11&3/16 Tau Phi Beta is having an
open party.
3/12 Sigma Delta Phi and Senate are
mixing.
3/12 Delta Phi Epsilon and Alpha Chi
Rho will be having a mixer.
3/12 Delta Sigma Theta will be Having a
volleyball game at Panzer Gym from 8 p.m.to
10 p.m.
3/13 Sigma Delta Tau and Delta Chi will
be having a mixer.
3/14 Zeta Phi Beta will hold an Informa
tional at 4p.m. in the Student Center, Room
419.
3/26 Zeta Phi Beta will be having a party
at William Paterson in the Student Center
ballrooms.

Face public humility. The vic
tims and families should be able to
address the bombers. They should be
definitely punished and judged harshly.
Juliane Esposito
Sophomore, Early Childhood

....

4/5 Sigma Phi Rho will be holding its sixth Blanton Hall from 4-7 p.m.
annual "Putting On The Lips" lip sync. Flyers are
Sigm aTau Nu is holding a raffle for one
around campus.
month unlimited tanning. Each ticket is $1.
Tau Kappa Epsilon is having a party at Club
IFC is holding a raffle.
Bellville. Admission is $5, $4 for girls.
Sigma Delta Tau is having a bake sale
on March 15.
Tri Sigma is having a lollipop sale in the
Student Center this week for its philanthropy.
Sigma Sigma Sigma is selling green
bagels for St. Patrick's Day on March 17.
Tau Kappa Epsilon is sponsoring a
Grateful Dead ticket raffle. $2 a chance to
Delta Xi Delta coupon books are still on win 2 floor tickets at Nassau Coliseum in
New York on Friday, April 2.
sale. Only $15. See any sister.
Sigma Alpha Iota will be selling bagels
Alpha Iota Chi will be having a bagel sale in
and coffee every Monday from 9 a.m. to 12
Partridge Hall on Tuesdays.
p.m.
in the M cEachem Music Building.
Delta Phi Epsilon associate members will be
Phi SigmaSigma is having amini-paddle
sponsoring a bagel sale on Thursday 3/11.
Sigma Sigma Sigma is holding a raffle for a sale all this week at the Phi Sig table and in the
free manicura. Each ticket is $50. See any sister Blanton Hall cafeteria.
T heta X i is selling sunglasses for
or stop by our table in the Student Center.
$3.50.See
a brother.
Theta Kappa Chi is selling 50/50 raffle tick

Fundraising

ets. Stop by the table or see a sister if you are
interested.
Lambda Theta Alpha is having a bake sale in
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Women’s Month:A "Riveting” experience
by Laurie Elaine Matrlclan
Rosie the Riveter did it during World
War II. You’re probably thinking what did
she do? Better yet, you’re wondering, who
in the world is Rosie Riveter?
First, Rosie is not a real person. She’s
a symbol. She appeared on a World War II
propaganda poster designed to encourage
women to take jobs in defense plants. Over
20 million answered the call, working in
shipyards, aircraft manufacturing, oil refin
ery, and other heavy industry. Rosie the
Riveter became the symbol of women’s
willingness and ability to do whatever needed
to be done. She represented the millions of
women who helped dispel the notion that a
women’s role was in the home.
M SC ’s W om en’s Center and the
Women’s Studies Program worked together
to provide a host of activities to celebrate
W omen’s History Month, this month. “Al
though we are two separate groups with
different objectives, we have similar inter
ests. We worked with one another to gener
ate programs and activities on campus that
support women’s issues and honor the his
tory of the month,” said Dr. Joan Ficke,
Director of the Women’s Center.
Rosie the Riveter is the symbol of this
month’s celebration. “We chose Rosie as
our symbol and the slogan “We can do it” to
illustrate the fact that women can do what

ever they
want to.
Her role is
w hatever
s h e
chooses it
to be,’’said
Ficke.
IVfay
events
have been
scheduled
including
le c tu r e s ,
films, and
w o r k 
shops.
“We tried
to make
something
av a ila b le
for every
one,” said
Ficke.
Scme
of the highlights include: afternoon work
shops covering a variety of topics on Thurs
day, March 11; and a presentation by Chris
McGoey and Carol Vasile from Essex
County’s National Organization of Women

(NOW),
which will be
a follow-up
on the highly
p u b lic iz e d
Glen Ridge
Assault Trial,
on Wednes
day, M arch
17.
Both
events will
take place in
the Student
Center.
“ W e
want to not
only
ce l
ebrate what
women have
a c c o m plished, but
also
to
heighten
awareness of
where we are
and where we need to go. More people need
to become sensitized to women’s issues. We
are trying to achieve this through the month’s
events,” said Ficke.
According to the Women’s Center,

not enough undergraduate women are inter
ested in participating in women’s issues. “I
think there’s a reluctance to be involved
because of labelling, but hopefully they’ll
see the calendar of events and find some
thing that grabs them,” said Ficke.

Rosie the Riveter

Bored with Bud? Brew your own!
by George Olschewskl
All right, we have the Rathskellar
back. So where’s the beer?
You want beer? Go out to Clove Road,
check up on your buddy who’s been inebri
ated for the better part of the semester, and
steal a brewski from him. Bud, Coors, Busch,
they all taste the same, you say as he writhes
in his unchanged bedsheets, suffering from
a Hiroshima-level hangover. There’s some
thing missing. “Well, go find it, damn you,
and leave me here to die in peace!” he
whimpers, summoning the strength to crawl
to the porcelain altar.
So, what is missing?
Originality. Variety. An escape from
die mass-produced suds you have beensucking on since you became 21, oryourlast frat
mixer. W hat’s the solution?
Brew your own beer.
First of all, dispel the images of a
Grizzly Adams-looking dude hovering over
a pot, wondering if this batch is going to
make him blind. Homemade beer is ridicu
lously simple to make, and it has a higher
alcohol yield than mass-produced beer. It
also tastes a lot better, because you can make
the beer that you want.
It also gives you less of a hangover
Uian the mass-produced brands. Honest. You
can imbibe without the worry of hearing
pens scrape against the blue books during
exams. More on that later.
Second, beermaking equipment is not
hard to find, aldiough dorm residents might
have a hard time brewing and aging the stuff
in their cubbyholes that MSC calls rooms.
What is needed? A bucket or water cooler
jug capable of holding at least five gallons,
something to cook everything on (a distinct

»nktitttr

advantage of C ove residents), a fairly large
pot to “brew” your concoction, two cases of
empty, clean longneck bottles (five gal. =
two cases of longnecks), caps, a bottle cap
per, and the essentials- malt, hops, water,
yeast, and time.
Before I really scare everyone (I can
see looks o f disbelief already), let me assure
you that I have brewed quite a few batches
of beer and my house hasn’t blown up, I
haven’t gone blind because of my beer, and
I thoroughly enjoy it. That said, Let me tell
you how I began and where I am going.
About two years ago, I saw an ad for
a beer and winemaking catalog, so being the
adventurous sort, I sent for it. In the catalog,
they had a beginner’s beermaking kit, with
all the essentials- hopped malt, yeast, the
fermenter (that’s what the jug/bucket’s for),
a siphon, and caps with a bottle capper. All
I needed was bottles. No problem, I just
waited for my town’s recycle collection
night, picked up two cases of bottles, cleaned
them, and boom! I was ready. I followed the
instructions in the kit, and in about two
weeks, I had two cases of beer that tasted
like a cross between Budweiser and Sam
Adams. Not bad at all!
My next two batches were also kits,
then I realized- there’s no variety in this. I
want to make a batch from scratch. Every
thing separate- hops, malt, everything. I
wanted to be in control.
But how do I do it?
F ortunately for me, a beer and
winemaking supply store opened in Clifton.
I went in, completely clueless as to what to
do or in what proportions I needed to do
everything in. The guy behind the desk saw
my predicament and recommended a book-

TheNew Complete Joy ofHomeBrewing by
Charlie Papazian. He said it was the best
book h e’s ever read on the subject, and it
takes you from clueless beginner to sea
soned homebrewer. I was skeptical, but I
really had no choice. Either I do a little
research, or I doom myself to drinking the
same old beer. After the first three chapters,
I was hooked. Papazian teaches you exactly
how to do everything, and even gives you a
treasure trove of recipes to get you started.
After reading the book twice (it’s actually an
entertaining read), I began to brew my first
batch of honest-to-God homemade beer,
from scratch. I bottled it, waited three weeks
for it to carbonate itself, then I had a bottle.
Every commercial beer since that one
tastes like piss water to me. It was fantastic!
As I mentioned before, hangovers may
not be a thing of the past with homemade
beer, but the harsh, mind-numbing effects of
too much alcohol are definitely lessened.
The all-natural brewers yeast used to make
beer is rich in vitamin B complex, which
alcohol processing sucks out of you when
you imbibe. The feeling dehydrated is also a
side-effect of vitamin B deficiency. (This is
proven!)
First of all, our bodies don't like alco
hol, and the cure for a hangover is not more
alcohol. The body has a great system of
getting rid of alcohol, but this taxes the body
as well as the mind. To lessen the effects of
a wild night out, either drink more home
made beer to get the vitamin B, or follow this
simple procedure:
1. Before drinking or sleeping, take
some form of vitamin B to replenish what
was lost.
2. Drink at least a pint of water before

going to sleep after drinking. This will kill
off some of the dehydration.
To go into the nitty-gritty specifics of
beermaking would take the next three issues
of The Montclarion, but if you’re really
sincere about giving it a shot, take a ride to
Corrado’s Beer and Winemaking Warehouse
on Main Avenue in Clifton. The New Com
plete Joy o f Homebrewing is sold there
($9.95) as well as almost anything you will
need to brew your first batch of beer, includ
ing beginner’s kits. My only complaint about
Corrado’s is that their stock sells out quickly
and they’re sporadic about restocking some
supplies. Beer And Wine Hobby, a mail
order firm in Massachusetts, has just about
everything else that you can think of. They
can be reached at 1-617-993-8818. Or, if
you have any other beermaking questions,
feel free to drop me a line here at The
Montclarion. Happy brewing!
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Media Center offers INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES
A View From Afar
by David Di Gregorio

For college work-study students, the MSC Media Center under the leadership
of Bob Ruezinsky, Dave Fogg, John O'Brien and John Walz can offer a wide variety
of enriching experiences. Here a student can quickly get to know the college and also
become familiar with various audio visual equipment and their applications.
The Media Center offers a student a variety of different jobs because the needs
of the faculty vary. If the job is as simple as rolling a VCR and monitorinto a classroom
a new contact has been made with a professor . If the professor requires an operator
for a particular piece o f equipment, the student gets a chance to audit the class, learning
about things perhaps outside his or her area of specialty.
Last semester, I was assigned to woric for Professor Lay in the "Ait Forum"
classes and had a chance to learn about many contemporary artists. I also worked with
Profeesor Walsh as aprojectionistinher"Cinem aasan ArtForm" and learned o f many
very unique short films she presents.
Working for Professor Cutler and Professor Arthur gave me a chance to leant
more about films like Good Fellas, 2001 :A Space Odyessy, Notorious, Citizen Kane,
Sunset Boulevard and many others.
Oilier experiences a student may encounter working in the Media Center may
be to video tape an event such as Inns o f Court or a poetry reading in the Student Center,
or narrate a slide presentation. Natu. ally, we are constantly trained in the proper use
and care of a wide variety of equipment.
Through what I learned in the Media Center, I was able to produce a successful
slide/sound presentation as a final project for the class in the History o f Journalism.
The experience which I have had has turned my MSC experience from a good
one into a great one. I think that this work study opportunity is the best on campus and
am glad to have the experience. I highly recommend it.

Verna June Gallop
Middlesex University London
Theatre Major
Graduation Date 1994
Studying abroad is a great experience. You
meet lots o f people, make many good friends and
really learn the culture o f the country you’re
staying in. It is a great opportunity fo r anyone.
“We dare you to be adventurous, learn and
have fun!”

For more information please contact The Office of International Studies
Russ Hall Room 124. Or call 893-7374.
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RETURNING IN THE SUMMER SESSIONS 1993 AND/OR
FALL SEMESTER 1993

Registration for the Summer Sessions 1993 and the Fall Semester 1993 will occur simultaneosly between April 6-22,1993.
All students who are enrolled for the Spring 1993 and who are eligible to return for the Summer or Fall 1993 will have a Registration
ppomtment Card mailed to their home address during the week of March 15,1993.
and time Tin/tUate *fuc*ents J*10 ^ currentty enrolled for 12 or more credits will be assigned an in person registration appointment date
and time. Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for fewer than 12 credits and Graduate students will be assigned a range of
dates during which they should submit their registration form and Appointment Card to the Office of the Registrar.
Cards will not be generated for students who are on the May 1993 Graduation list. Students who are graduating in May and who wish to
itegister for Summer or Fall 1993 courses should contact the Office of the Registrar at 893-4376.
Students who do not fulfill their Basic Skills requirements and students who have an outstanding financial obligation to the College will
not be sent their cards. These students must report to either the Basic Skills Office or the Business Office to obtain their card.
YOU MUST HAVE THIS CARD IN ORDER TO REGISTER.
No one will be permitted into the registration site without a Registration Appointment Card attached.
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT RECIEVE A CARD BY MARCH 18,1993, SHOULD CONTACT THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
IMMEDIATELY AT 893-4376.
PLEASE READ THE SUMMER SESSIONS CATALOG AND THE FALL 1993 SCHEDULE OF COURSES BOOK CAREFULLY!!
They will be available during the week of March 29,1993.
You should use the registration form that is in the Schedule of Courses book. It is for botrh Summer and Fall registration. The Registra
tion Appointment Card, together with your Registration form, will serve as your personal registration packet.
_______

Advisement should be obtained prior to registration.

WOMEN'S HISTORY MONDI CALENDAR

W EDN ESDAY- 3 M A R C H

W E D N E S D A Y -10 M A R C H

'C R E A T IV E E X P R E S S IO N S ' by Montclair
Slat© Women
2 :3 0 p m Reception - President's Office

The W om en of Montclair State presents:
" P r e p a r in g W o m e n fo r W o rk fo rc e 2 0 0 0 '
Student Center Ballroom B 7 :3 0 p m

A C E N IP Luncheon "C e le b ra tin g
M o n tc la ir S ta te W o m e n " N o o n - 2 :0 0 p m
Student Center - $8.50 - call M . G arcia Ext. 4368
for information
'S o c io lo g y o f B e in g a P u b lic S e r v a n t'
Dr. M ary Murphree - 8 :0 0 p m Kops Lounge.
Sponsored by Dept, of Sociology and the Dean of
School of Humanities and Social Sciences

T H U R SD A Y - 4 M A R C H
W o m e n 's H isto ry M o n th Commences
with President's Proclamation and Flag Raising
Ceremony N o o n -1 2 :3 0 pm
Student Center Quad
'R e m e m b e r in g R o sie ': "W h e r e
W e 'v e B e e n , W h e re W e 'r e G o in g " Film
Presentation by Dr. Laura Kramer
1 2 :2 0 p m Student Center Rooms 4 1 1 -4 2 2

SUNDAY- 7 MARCH
W o m e n A rtists o f M o n tclair "After the
Garden-Emergence" 1:00 - 4 :0 0 pm Gallery 1

M O N D A Y - 8 MARCH
Keynote Address: The Honorable
Congresswom an M a r g e R o u k e m a US House
of Representatives 1 0:00 a m - 1 2 :0 0 Student
Center Rooms 411 - 4 1 4

TU ESD A Y - 9 M A R C H
'U n c o m m o n W o m e n a n d O th e r s ' W endy
Wasserstein play will run in Studio Theatre at
8 :0 0 p m 3 / 9 through 3 /1 3 and at 2 :0 0 p m
on 3 /1 4 . Limited seating, call 893-5112 for info.
Tickets are $2.00 students, $3.00 sr. citizens &
focuhy/staff, $4.00 standard admission.

v_

T H U R S D A Y -11 M A R C H

T U E SD A Y -1 6 M A R C H

Institute for Critical Thinking presents:
'W o m e n 's P e rsp e c tiv e s o n L e a r n in g ' A
brown bag lunch discussion facilitated by Lesley
Coia, Dept, of Educational Foundations,
N o o n - 2 :0 0 p m , Life Hall Room 2 2 4

W EDN ESDAY - 17M A RCH

S IL E N T V O IC E S A N D CO LLECTIVE
O U T R EA C H : A G E N D E R E D L O O K AT
E D U C A T IO N presented by Dr. Michelle Fine,
Professor in the Social Personality Psychology
Department, Graduate School and University
Center of the City University of New York Student Center Rooms 411-414
N o o n - IK X ) p m

W O M E N 'S CENTER PRESENTS: F o llo w
u p o n G le n R id g e A s s a u lt T rial by Chris
M cG oey & C arol Vasile Essex Cly. N O W
N o o n - 1:0 0 p m Student Center Room 417

C O N C U R R E N T W O R K S H O P S TO FO LLO W :

Barbara Schaffer, President, NJ Quilt Project
presents: 'N J H is to ry th ro u g h Q u ilts '
8 :0 0 p m , Russ Hall, Kops Lounge

1:15 • 2 :0 0 p m
S H O R T C H A N G IN G G IR L S by Prof. M yrna
Danzig, Educational Foundations
W O M E N 'S W A Y S O F L E A D IN G :
P A R A D IG M F O R A N E W E R A ? by Dr.
G loria Pierce, Counseling, Human
Development and Educational Leadership
IN T E R S E C T IO N O F S O C IA L A C T IV IS M
A N D L E A R N IN G by Prof. Virginia Cornue,
W om en's Studies

S U N D A Y - 28 M A R C H
Montclair Y M C A presents: '5 0 W o m e n
Y o u S h o u ld K n o w ' Student Center Ballroom A
2.-00 • 4 :0 0 p m $20.00

T U E S D A Y -30 M A R C H
C O U N 673: C o u n se lin g fo r S e x u a l
E q u a lity , A C L A SS PRESENTATION
7 :3 0 - 9 :0 0 p m , Student Center, Room 4 17

W E D N E S D A Y -31 M A R C H

2:15 - 3 :0 0 p m
D IS C O U N T IN G W O M E N O F C O L O R IN
E D U C A T IO N , by Dr. Lorraine MayfieldBrown, Director of Women's Studies Program
N A T IO N F O R M A T IO N A N D G E N D E R
ID EN TITY, by Dr. Carla Petievich, Dept, of
History
by
Dr. Eileen Kaplan, Deportment of Managem ent

g e n d e r e q u it y i n t h e w o r k p l a c e

3 :0 0 - 3 :3 0 p m

T H U R S D A Y -18 M A R C H

W R A P -U P S E S S IO N

The W om en's Center Presents: 'A P la y In
O n e A c t B a se d o n the Life o f D o r o th y
P a r k e r ' N o o n - IK K ) p m Student Center
Annex Room 126

C ale n d ar sponsored
by the W omens Center
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LOUNGE

DANCECLUB

LIVE VENUE

Every Spring ,
W e G et A N ew C rop
O f V olunteers

WATCH FOR SPECIAL UVE SHOWS.

WORLDCLASS D .J .s SPIN THE SMART

ACTS LOCAL TO INTL. THESE ARE SOME

MIX FOR PEOPLE ON A HEALTHY

Believe it or not, daffodiLs are very
effective weapons in the battle
against cancer.

BANDS THAT HAVE PLAYED THE LOOP.

AURAL DIET. HERE'S A SAMPLE

•
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS • CURE • JAM ES
BEASTIE BOYS • PEARL JAM • T99 • SOUP

FAITH NO MORE • NINE INCH NAILS •

DRAGONS • BLACK SHEEP • BLUR • EPMD

SCHOOLY D. • GANG OF FOUR • THE FEELIES

• JAN E'S ADDICTION • THE SHAMEN • J&M

■UNTAMED YOUTH • KILLING JO KE • JOHNNY

A P B -T H E Y MIGHT BE GIANTS*

THUNDERS • THE SMITHEREENS • HENNRY

CHAIN • VIOLENT FEMMES • L7 • SONIC

ROLLINS BAND • DUMP TRUCK • SILLY RABBITT •

YOUTH • SMASHING PUMPKINS • A TRIBE

FLESH FOR LULU • THE SELVES • GIMMIE THE

CALLED QUEST • LORDS OF ACID • K C & THE

GUN • SQUARE 1 • BARRENCE WHITFIELD & THE

SUNSHINE BAND • THE STRANGLERS • 25TH OF

SAVAGES • SW EET LIZARD ILLTET • RICHARD

MAY • DEE-LITE • APOTHEOSIS • SISTERS OF MERCY
• MUDHONEY • PUBUC ENEMY • BARRY WHITE

LLOYD • THE SILOS • KONK • CLOSE LOBSTERS •

• RIDE • MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL CULT •

MIRACLE LEGION • THEY EAT THEIR OWN • SCRAM

So please call the Essex County Unit
of the American Cancer Society at
(201) 736-7770 to find out where the
fresh-cut flowers will be available or to
make advance purchases.

• DIG • YOUR MAMA • ANYTHING BOX
• LUCKY 7 »W INTER HOURS

• FRONT 242 • REM • U2 • JAM • CLASH
• NEDS • ATOMIC DUST BIN
• STEREO M.C.S • E T C . . .

As the first flower of spring, daffodils
represent hope. That’s why we sell
them every year to help support our
programs in research, education and
patient services.

THE LOOP IS

S W IR L

And help our new volunteers do
their jobs.

TH URSDAYS
M.S.C. STUDENTS
FREE AD M . .75« DRAFT

W RECKIN G
BALL W EDS.
GIRLS ADM ISSION FREE
$1.00 DRAFT«$2.00 SOL

SOUND
CONDITIONED
M U S T BE 21 YRS.

D A N C IN G W ED SAT.
NO BONEHiADS!

FRIDAY • SATURDAY
FREE A D M IS S IO N

BEFORE 1 0 :3 0 p.m.

D affodil D ays
M arch 22-26

AMERICAN
/CANCER
SOCIETY*
T H E R E ’ S N O T H IN G
M IG H T IE R T H A N T H E S W O R D

$1.00 DRAFT until 11:00

f \ l D C A T I A k l C . JUST10 m in u t e s f r o m c a m p u s , t a k e
D I K E v
I I v N d i RT. 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE. EXIT. G O
RIGHT OFF RAMP. G O TO THIRD TRAFFIC UGHT A N D MAKE LEFT O N T O VAN
HOUTEN AVE. G O TO FIRST TRAFFIC UGHT A N D MAKE RIGHT O N TO B’WAY.
LOOP IS O NE BLOCK O N RIGHT SIDE.

First Mower of spring, the Mower of hojre.

373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, N.J. 365-0807

STARTING F

1 MERCHANT ST.
NEWARK, NJ

• Friday: Ladies
Drinks are $1 til
Midnight
Ladies Drinks
$1 ALL NITE
$3 - $5
Admission

T he M ontclarion
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EDITORIAL
Thursday, Mardi 11,1993

113 S tudent C enter A nnex
T e l . 893-5169

E x e c u t iv e B o a r d
K evin C olligan ............................ E ditor- in- chief
G eorge C alle ........................................... M anagingE ditor
L uis D elgado..........................B usiness M anager
E d it o r ia l B o a r d
K elly S chab & G lenn S teinberg.....N ews E ditors
C hristina T isc h io .................................. E ditorialE ditor
K aren L ee Stradford........... C ampus L ife E ditor
K eith I dec .....................................S ports E ditor
A my P ost .................................................. P roductionE ditor
S amuel R ock...C ampus L ife A ssignments E ditor
R aul
R ivera ................................................ P hotoE ditor
D awn B. K elly ............. E arth W atch E ditor
K evin S chwoebel...................A sst. A & E E ditor
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I llustrators
J ason A lders
R achel Bellaff
Angel R ay Souto

The fight for Room 112E
This past Tuesday, the SGA President, Gouri Sadhwani, came to The Montclarion and

A dvertising M anager
C onshella C ole - 893-5237
F aculty A dvisor
P rofessor R on H ollander

informed the staff that they were being dismissed from one of their offices - an office that is
currently shared by three editors - because she wanted the office for her own organization, the SGA.
SGA legislators, it appears, need a place to fufill their mandated office hours. So Sadhwani
and her fellow Executive Board members decided that the five foot by five foot enclave within the
main office o f The Montclarion would be the perfect place. Alternate rooms around the Student

The Montclarion is published weekly, except during
examination, summer and winter sessions. It is
funded, in part, by student fees distributed through
the Student Government Association, Inc. o f
M ontclair State. The views expressed in the
commentary section, with the exception of the main
editorial, do not necessarily reflect the opinion o f The
Montclarion.

Center, such as the many glassed-in rooms on the fourth floor that can be reserved ahead of time,
were never considered. Nor was the large conference room already used by the SGA. Why not place
a few desks in it? The room sits vacant most of the time. There is also the old Cabinet office that
is now used as a "storage area" for SGA records. It seems the SGA Executive board finds their three
year old spreadsheets more important than the functioning o f a campus-wide student organization.
The arrogant "you're only a Class One" attitude that went into the decision to strip The

Montclarion o f office space was made even worse by the manner in which it was arrived. There
was no consultation with The Montclarion whatsoever. W ouldn't it have been more diplomatic,
instead of informing the newspaper o f their loss of space, to have discussed the problem and sought
some input concerning a solution? The lack of concern as to The Montclarion's need for the space

le tte r s Police*

is obvious.
Managing Editor, George Calle said, "Most legislators were very receptive and concerned

7hc ft!m tclon'on encouropes the campuscommunity to Submit

with our needs. However, Gouri seemed adamantly resolute to rule by decree and stand by her

T etters expressing them weensonrelven tissu es.

original position, which leaves The Montclarion no role in the final decision making." This tyranny

T/'mplp dropyou r le tte r cfjjfatourofá'ce,
or m ailto:

E d ito r ia l E d itor
c / o T he M o n tcla r io n
1 1 3 S tu d e n t C enter A n n e x
M o n tcla ir S ta te C ollege ,
U p p er M o n tcla ir, N J 0 7 0 4 3
T etters m ustinoldcyour name, mayorandtelephone number
lia r confirmationpurposeso n ly )lth e y are tobecem siberedlor
publication.
The leootlnelo r le tte r s is the ft!onlay belprepubl'cati'on.
T etters may be e l'te lfa r sty le , b revity or btbel.
The author o la n y p llsh e lle tte r, not T hefontclonon, is
so lely responsible/ja r the ophionsexpressedtherein.

is the true thorn in The Montclarion's side.
It is not the opinion o f The Montclarion that legislators do not need office space. Most
legislators work very hard for the student body, and if it has been determined that space is needed
for them to do that work, that is fine. It is not fine, however, for the Executive Board of the SGA
to arbitrarily decide to strip another student organization o f much-needed facilities.
The office space used at The Montclarion is needed. Office space is needed for the legislators.
Surely space can be found for both needs. Perhaps a less arrogant method of decision-making can
be used by the SGA in the future. Arguments, such as this, usually arise when both parties do not
listen and try to understand the other’s position.

Q u o t e o f t h e W e e k hy

44

I thought the ceiling was going to come
down on me..I was waiting fo r something else
to happen
Tim Degnan, pg.3

99

13
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Well, I m back. 1 11 bet that you conservative types
out llie re thought that this nuisance was gone for good. Not
a chance! But hey, that’s life.
I was going to w rite som ething about Bill
Clinton. A fter all, it has been the trend lately. Every
one has som ething to say about Bill Clinton, how
great he is, w hat a loser he is, how h e ’s kept his
prom ises, how h e ’s broken his prom ises, etc., etc., ad
nauseam. My God, he’s only been in office for a month
and a half and I ’m already tired of hearing about him! So,
I will write about something that will annoy me until thè

It seems that there
will always be someone
out there who Will see
you as having all the
wit and wisdom of a
five year old.

day I die - ageism.
Come on, admit it - you ’ve ALL had to deal with this
irritation. All of you have had some older person tell you
how you are “too young and inexperienced” to know
about some subject. You could live through a world
war and th ey ’d tell you that you know nothing about

Tim s
Thoughts
b y T im Law ton
So much homage is paid to the men that politically
established the United States and the doctrines they have
used to do it. But, should we really respect them? Two
hundred years laterthe inequality in the classes is about the
same and government is out of control. Lets read what they
really said.
AlexanderHamilton said “All commu
nities divide themselves into the few and the
many. The first are the rich and well bom, the
other the mass of the people . The voice of the
people has been said to be the voice of God;
and however this maxim has been quoted and
believed, it is not a true fact. The people are
turbulent and changing; they seldom judge of
determine right. Give therefore to the first
class a distinct permanent share in the gov
ernment... Can a democratic assembly who
annually revolve in the mass of the people be
supposed to steadily pursue tire public good?
Nothing but a permanent body can check the
imprudence of democracy.” That body was
the Senate. Until the early 1900’s these were
appointed seats not up for election and held
by the rich.
Contrary to popular notion James Madi
son is the main mind behind our system. Most
of the election process and way we are
represented is Mr. Madison s idea. He and
Alexander Hamilton created our system in
what came to be known as the Federalist
Papers.” InFederalistpaper, number 10, Madi
son reveals his plan for our government.
Throughout this paper he speaks of the land
less poor as the majority and the rich as the

Unless you 're eighty,
you 're just babbling
baby talk
war. You could have half of your family die and they’d tell
you that you know nothing about grief. It has nothing to
do with experience - it has to do with the num ber of
wrinkles you have. So, the bottom line, bad news, is
this : no one is going to take you seriously until you’re
old. And frankly, I don’t even know how old you'd have to
be. It seems that there will always be someone out there who
will see you as having all the wit and wisdom of a five year
old.
Why does this happen? I’ve never done it so I really
can’t say, but I suspect it has something to do with self
esteem. I can’t imagine why else someone would brush
you off so carelessly without trying to understand what
you have to say. O f course, it could also be fear of the truth.
Nobody wants to hear it like it is, so they say, “What do
you know? You’re young.”
I ’ve had this problem with my mother. When I
converted from her religion to another, she did n ’t
want to deal with it. Her reason for why I shouldn’t
have done it? I was “too young” to make such a
decision. I did n ’t have enough “life experience.”
M ind you, I had clung to her religion for two years
after deciding I wanted to convert, and I realized it was
never going to work out. But this didn’t matter to her,
because she didn’t want to cope with the reality.
Now, all this is not to say that older people don’t have
valuable experience. They most certainly do have experi
ences that youngerpeople can learn from. But this shouldn’t
invalidate the experiences of younger people. I have known
old people who have been sheltered their w hole lives,
and young people who have (figuratively speaking)
been to hell and back m ore tim es than I can count. So as
far as I ’m concerned, age does not necessarily imply wis
dom.

Rich rule fo r over
300 years

minority. He says divisions in society come from the “vari
ous and unequal distribution of property.” James furthers
his claim by saying the minority can be controlled by the
majority but the opposite is not possible. To remedy the
possibility of class war Madison felt an “Extensive Repub
lic” was necessary. This is our representation by region
system rather than proportional representation. Madison
said “It will be more difficult for all who feel it to discover

IvKv*

LETTER...____________

Misquoted Miller
corrects Gieza story
One of the pitfalls of being a spokesperson is being
misquoted—and that is just what The Montclarion did in
the story about the suspension of Robert Gieza.
The story quotes me ¡is saying that the audit turned up
several numerical inconsistencies. What I said was that
there were possible irregularities. Another quote has me

What I said, in answer to
a direct question, was that I
really could not speculate
on What the investigators
were looking f o r ..

saying that the investigation will determine if the problem
lies in incorrect purchase orders or the actual laundering of
funds. What I said, in answer to a direct question, was that
I really could not speculate on what the investigators were
looking for, although one example of a type of problem
uncovered in an audit would be incorrect purchase orders.
I never said anything about laundering funds.
Phyllis Miller
Director of Communications

their own strength to get in unison with each other. The
influence o f factious leaders may kindle a flame within
their particular states, but will not be unable to spread a
general conflagration throughout the other slates.” In die
early and latter 1800’s, (1840-50, to 1877 -1890’s) as well
as the early 1900’s, (1930) the major popular revolutions
nearly toppled our government each time using police,
sheriffs, and or the army put them down in each region
with brutal force.
These rich, white, slaveowning, landowning men
feared a coalescing of the masses. The nobility of Europe
was about 1% to 2% of the population. Do you think that
it is a coincidence that 1% to 2% of the population has
controlled 50% of the wealth since it began? As early as
1738, Governor Lyttletown of South Caro
lina said "It has always been a policy of this
government to create an aversion to them
(Indians) to Negroes." They, (rich) have
purposely perpetuated hate between poorer
whites and blacks for 300 years. It is obvi
ous that if the other 98% of the population
comes together and demands the wealth
concentrated at the top be more fairly dis
tributed ,the rich would have no choice but
to do so.
This nation was designed to maintain
the ill-gotten fortunes built on slavery, bond
age, and exploitation. Virtually ¡ill the sign
ers of the Declaration of Independence
were rich. Every president we have had has
been rich, and so has just about every Sena
tor and Congressman. Who controls the
State L egislatures and S enates, the
Governor’s Mansion and towns? Who else?
The Rich! They have used their positions to
forge policies that ferment enmity amongst
the various factions of the poor and middle
class. To maintain their wealth, they must
perpetuate a permanent woik force and
keep us from joining forces to better man
age and control our society. Divide and
conquer, live well and prosper.

Thursday, March 11, 1993
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C .L .U .B ’S
NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
MARCH 15« 1 9 9 3

&

DON’T FORGET YOUR CUPS

IN THE STUDENT CENTER BALLROOMS

SING LES WITHBRIDGET FONDA, CAMPBELL SCOTT , MATT
DILLON

bridget
fonda

Campbell
scoti

matt
d illon

*7:00 PM MafliE^MaaaM
ROMANTICCOMEDYAGIFT.
-■Pater
Peter Travera, BOIxnTO
BOIXIHGSTOHB

singles

FREE!!!

WARNER BROS, p r e s e n t s
in m isn N /KNICKERBOCKER FILMS p r o d u c t io n a CAMERON CROWE ™ i
“SINGLES” BRIDGET FONDA CAMPBEU, SCOTT
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by Mark Loughlln

Mad Dog and Glory makes a fine addition to the love triangle film, this time
given the Scorseseland treatment Robert DeNiro plays Wayne, a homicide
detective who would rather photograph beautiful women than murder victims,
but still keeps some o f his better work on his living room walls. When Wayne
saves the life of gangster Frank Milo (Bill Murray), Frank decides to send Glory
(Uma Thurman) to keep Wayne company for a week. Wayne is sarcastically
called “Mad Dog” by his colleagues, and is probably the loneliest screen character
since DeNiro’s own Travis Bickle in Taxi Driver.
For Wayne, having a beautiful woman at his call holds many interesting
possibilities. Being the gentleman that he is, he waits for Glory to express interest
first. When she does, before you know it, they’re in love. Unfortunately, she’s due
to go back to Frank in a week to pay off the rest o f her brother’s huge debt. What
follows is an original, well made film with no predictably Hollywood plot twists,
or taken car chases. That is where Mad Dog and Glory scores its biggest points.
With his dark hair, and eyeglasses hanging low, DeNiro resembles, oddly
enough, the producer Martin Scorsese. His Wayne is a lonely soul, with bouts of
courage, and other complex emotions, just like the rest of us. Murray’s Frank Milo
is an unpredictable gent, with moments of intense likability, and icy rage. He
doubles as a stand up comic in his own club, where even he doesn’t seem to notice
that the only people laughing are his “yes” men. As the seemingly helpless
heroine, Uma Thurman does what she can with a slightly shallow role, but for the
most part, this is strongly satisfying entertainment. Intimate scenes between
Wayne and Glory tingly with nervousness. We know Wayne is a bit rusty in the
sack when he says right in the heat of passion, “I should do some situps.” When
she says, “Right now?”, he replies, “No, I mean in general.”
This is a hard film to categorize. Translation: they will probably mess up
tlie marketing campaign, and it will lose the audience it deserves. This is no
Groundhog Day, but Murray’s fans will not be disappointed with the dramatic
turn he takes here, one he was unsuccessful with in 1984’s The Razor’s Edge.
Richard Price’s script is witty and rings true. John McNaughton proves he can
direct other subject matter than his Henry: Portrait o f a Serial Killer. As for
DeNiro, must you ask?

Welcome, loyal readers, to yet an
other thrilling installment o f PROPHET
BIGG! And now, off into tomorrow...
• You have to wonder what people are
thinking sometimes for instance, does a
movie ahout a man who dresses up as a
maid, gets hired by his ex-wife to help take
care of their three kids as revenge for their
nasty break-up and custody battle, sound
like a ridiculous concept to you? well it does
to me! But, it doesn’t to Robin Williams
who has signed to play that very part in the
new film, Mrs. Doubtfire. Chris Columbus
(Home Alone 2) will direct. Does it sound
like Robin might have some personal expe
rien ce w ith nannies or som eth in g ?
Hmmmmmmm.
• Is it me or does the new crop of T.V.
shows from Universal suck, big time? The
shows, Rung Fu: The Legend Continues,
Time Trax, Babylon 5 and The Untouch
ables, locked very exciting to me at one
time, but they’re all awful! Well, I guess
that’s the magic of previews. Anyway Jtung
Fu is basically the same character from the
old show in modem times. Why? A quarter
of the population knows some martial arts or
self-defense or can fake it real well! That’s
why the damm show worked set in the old
west. No one knew that stuff then. Time
Trax is absolutely forgettable, period.
Babylon 5 pales in comparison to its con
temporary, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. The

Untouchables is just a cheap attempt to
capture the success of both the classic T.V.
show and the successful Brian DePalma
film o f a few years ago. Originality is a rare
thing folks.
• And speaking of silly T.V. ideas,
CBS has announced that they have begun
production of A League of Their Own, tire
series for T.V. Penny Marshall will pro
duce. It seems to me that Penny was snapped
back into her ditsy character from The Odd
Couple, Mema, deciding to back this ven
ture.
• I, personally, have never seen Cindy
Crawford hosting M TV’s House of Style.
But can she really be good enough to have a
second show? Doubtful. But the people at
Fox think she can. they are developing a
show for her in a one-on-one format to begin
airing this summer. Oh, and don’t worry.
Mrs. 90’s will still host house of style.
• It’s here!! It’s here!! It’s here!! Last
o f the Mohicans has finally arrived on video
tape. If you havn’t seen it yet, now is your
Bigg chance. Some of you might remember
that this was my favorite movie last yetir.
The fact that Wes Studi did not recieve a
Best Supporting Actor for his role in this
film by the Oscar people is truly sickening.
Check it out!
And finally some Prophet notes. To
my absent friend, w hat’s wrong with you?
To all my other friends, peace.

< K o lQ e d >

I’m taking free reign litis week. I ’m
sorry, bul this is so weird that it deserves
some kind of comment.
Most people are somewhat familiar
with the various incarnations o f Star Trek,
anti the different alieas that pop in here and
títere. One of the mainstays of the bug-eyed
monster brigade are the Klingons. They’ve
got big, ugly foreheads, bitch and moan
about their honor, and generally have a bad
altitude towards everyone in the known gal
axy. Even their language is odd- it sounds
like a combination of German and Hebrew.
Want to learn how to speak like a
Klingon? There's the Klingon Dictionary,
which has a English/KIingon translation
section as well as chapters devoted to syntax
and proper verb use. There’s also the Con

versational Klingon cassette, narrated by
Michael (Lt. Worf) Dorn that will teach you
tire basics of Klingon, from a tourist’s point
of view. But now, there are actually coursesthat’s right, actual language courses- that
will teach you the Klingon language.
Northeastern Illinois University in
Chicago offers a lecture series (non-credit,
sorry, folks) in Klingon, presented by their
Science Fiction Club. If you don’t want to
hike out to Illinois, the Klingon Language
Institute (I kid you not, that’s their name)
offers a free 11-lesson correspondance
course in Klingon.
“Klingons are very popular with Star
Trek fans, so I ’m not surprised that people
might want to learn their weird language,”
says Marc Okrand, creator of the Klingon

language and author of the dictionary and
cassette. “What’s surprising to me is that
people are actually studying it.”
But who would want to study a madeup language? Quite a few people, obviously.
The KLI is celebrating its first anniversary
this month, and it has over 200 members.
How the hell does someone start some
thing like this? Lawrence Schoen, founder
of the KLI grew up as a fan, not a fanatic of
Trek. The KLI came about as a diversion to
take his mind off the threat of being unem
ployed.
Schoen was aprofessor at Lake Forest
College in Illinois whose position was about
to be cut due to budget cutbacks. “I wanted
something to distract me while I was waiting
to hear about another job, and I came across
a copy of the Klingon Dictionary. My
academic specialty is psycholinguistics,
which deals how we think about language,
and I wondered if there were people who
were actually studying Klingon the way
people studied the fictitious languages spo
ken by elves in the J.R.R. Tolkien Lord of
the Rings books.”
Using com puter bulletin boards,
Schoen began looking forpeople who wanted
to speak Klingon, and was blown away by
the response. Eventually, this led to the
founding of the Klingon Language Institute,
and they even have an academic journal,

KolQed, from the Klingon words Hoi, which
means “language,” and Qed, “science.” It
features jokes, puns, scholarly articles, and
an occasional contest. A recent contest had
subscribers try to find a Klingon palindrome,
a word or phrase spelled the same way
backward or forward.
“W e're trying to bring in more aca
demics, but we want to appeal to a wide
audience,” Schoen says. “As an educator. I
think this is a great way to sneak in educa
tion. We have a number of teenage mem
bers, for example- maybe we can turn some
of them into linguists.”
Interested? I am, for one reason. Ev
eryone and their brother knows some sort of
language- Spanish, Italian, Russian, etcetera.
If they don't want you to understand some
thing, they 'll start talking in that language.
Just think- get a few of your buddies to
gether, learn Klingon, and no one will know
what the hell you’re saying! If you’re inter
ested, send a SASE to: KLI, P.O. Box 634,
Flourtown, PA 19031-0634. For informa
tion about the Klingon language lecture
series at Northeastern Illinois University (in
case there are any professors interested in
extraterrestrial linguistics), call Jeremy
Cowan at 1-312-583-4050, ext. 3865.
Portions of this week’s Couch Potato
Update contain material from the Chicago
Tribune, reprinted with permission.

coming to you bi-weekly by APPETITE COTTER

Beware of three fingered zombies, dinosaurs and work.
Gazing longingly at the lu
nar landscape of the Student Cen
ter Quad , llie noodles of your brain
begin to contract into a state of
quasi conciousness, forcing your
eyelids downwards like two anvils
plummeting from a 50 story build
ing...
"...the paper must be typed,
double spaced, using only the
Variflex font for those of you us
ing a computer. The main text
must not be shorter than 17 pages,
nor longer than 22. We will be
using the Turabian style for vcrification of your sources, all of which
must be primary blah blah blah..."
Enlering blissful REM sleep,
your eyeballs slither and quake
under a thin layer of skin and opti
cal juice, producing a hallucina
tory dreams of dancing dinosaurs
in orange top hats and grand pi
anos crashing onto the beach, thenivory keys clogged with sand...
"...if your sources are not
documented, and believe me when
I tell you I have little to nothing
better to do with my life than to
cross reference your sources, you
will be given not only an 'F for the
paper, but you will be put into exile
from your family and loved ones
on some cancerous island in the
South Pacific..."
The dinosaurs break into a

moshing frenzy, stom ping
their manmouth feet into the
surf, their citrus hats flying
about, as unsuspecting con
dos beyond the dunes await
the arrival of spiriting tidal
waves of doom. Admist the
fury, the sounds of thousands
of crashing Steinways rolling
in the tide create a symphony
of confusion...
"...NO late papers will
be accepted under any circum
stances. If you happen to sustain
massive external injuriesbefore the
due date, and we’re defining mas
sive injuries as ones that either
paraylize or prevent you from re
producing, then I suggest you con
sider applying for an incomplete
for the semester..."
The dinosaurs trample into
the ocean, tripping over the pianos
and lunging headfirst, howling and
kicking into a salty grave. They
thrash and scream, snapping bones
and spewing bile onto the beach...
"...the paper is due THIS
THURSDAY..."
The dinosaurs vanish in a
blur of flouresent light. Standing
before you is an enormous being, 5
feet tall, 290 lbs., clenching apiece
of withered chalk between its fore
fingers. It stares at you with bulg
ing eyes, its blue gray hair flopped

hopelessly over what appears to
have been a neck at one time.
"Wha-? Hmmm? What?" you
gasp, wiping the sleepy drool from
your lips.
"Do you have a question?" it
asks.
"Ah, um, huh, when did you
say this paper is due?'
"I repeat, the paper is due
Thursday. Do not hand it before
Thursday. Do not hand it in after
Thursday. Do not pass Go. Do not
collect $200. Do you comprehend
the instructions I have just given
you?"
"Dig."
"That's fine. Class is over.
I’ll see you all bright and early
Thursday morning."
It begins to sink into your
dilluted head that Thursday is two
days away.

Two days.
48 hours. 2880 minutes.
172.800 seconds.
Holy sheep shit! If all
goes well, that's 8 words a
minute to research, document
and type between now and
172.800 seconds from now.
Your classmates, like 30 zom
bies of the stratosphere exit
the room, mummering aim
lessly about the quality of
ty p ew riter rib b o n th ey ’re
using and the general lack of
good computer paper that can be
found in the post-Apple He waste
land.
"Typew riters?!? TY PE
WRITERS!?!" you explode "I
son't even have a F-ING topic!!!"
O ne o f the zom bies
approches, cautiously feeling his
way towards your quiverin g lump
of flesh, which is now flapping like
a gasping scrod fresh out of water.
" T H U R S G A A .
THURZGNA!" you whimper.
"Huh?" the zombie inquires
"THURSGNA!"
"Where the hell are you go
ing with this?"
"T hursday, you id io t,
THURSDAY! O urpaperisduein
2880 minutes!" You rush past the
living dead, foaming at the mouth
and waving your arms furiously

through the halls of Mallory. Stu
dents cower under water fountains
and rush into classrooms as you
streak past.
"Thurzgna! THURZGNA!"
you bellow, ripping offyourclothes
and throwing yourself into walls.
Some zombies try to restrain you
and soon a huge crowd has gath
ered. You’re standing in the
m iddle o f a circle of the living
d ead , n ak ed , p o se sse d , and
sw eating like a moose. The
sam e z o m b ie from b e fo re
bravely enters the m iddle of the
circle, holds out his hand and
gestures for you to join them. You
hesitate, breathe deeply and uri
nate onto the shiny green floor.
The zombie comes closer and be
fore he can utter a word, you take
his hand and shove it into your
mouth, biting down hard...
You wake up paralyzed and
impotent in a sedate hospital room
in Paterson. Beaten to a pulp by a
three fingeredand terribly unhappy
fellow student, you contemplate
the remainder of your years in
mental agony, always coming back
to the same back and obvious
point-1should’ve taken the incom
plete...
Note to myself:: Go to the
damn library.

MARCO POLO TRAVELS
MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES
D e p a rtm e n t o f B ro a d c a stin g ,
S p eech C o m m u n ic a tio n ,
D ance and T h eatre
p re s e n ts
OUR TOW N
April 29, 30, May 1 & 6, 7, 8 at 8pm
w ith 2pm m atinees on A pril 30 & M ay 9
in M em o rial A u d ito riu m
S tandard tick et p rice $7.50
F a c u lty /S ta ff/A lü m n i tic k e t p ric e $ 6 .0 0
S tudent tick et p rice $3.50
F o r m ore info rm atio n c all 893-5112
Indications Press Inc.
Presents

Work on Oneself:
The Teachings of G.I. Gurdjieff & P.D. Ouspensky
"W orking on on self is not so difficult as w ishing to w ork. T h is is so
b ecause our M ind, B ody and F eelings have to agree am ong
them selves, having realized that, if they are to do anything
together, they have to subm it to a com m on m aster. B ut there is no
m aster in ordinary m an."
G L G u rd jieff

S aturday, M arch 27, 4-5pm
C o m p le m e n ta r y r efre sh m en ts at 5

M o n tclair L ibrary
50 South F u llerto n
M ontclair, NJ
F or m o re in fo rm a tio n call D oug M c K e n z ie at 6 2 5 -4 7 2 7

295 Bloomfield Ave.
Montclair, NJ 07042
Tel: 201-509-0865
201-509-7300
Fax: 201-509-9392
Package Tours to Cancún, Bahamas and
Tawaii at low prices. Best H otels Cheapest
ir fares to India, Hong Kong and Europe on
the best airlines. Newark to London
Roundtrip for only $350 including a ll
ta x e s .

STUDY IN AUSTRIA !
Scholarship for one year's study (1993-1994) at the
University of Graz, Austria.
The scholarship includes:
1) A wavier of all university fees
2) Free room in student dormitory
3) Pocket money of 28,000 Austrian Shillings
(about $2,500 at current exchange rate)
Required for application:
1) Current enrollment as an undergraduate at MSC
2) Knowledge of German language adequate for
university level work in German
3) Good academic record
Application blanks available from Dr. Moore in G419
(German Dept.)
Deadline for application is March 31st.________
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To the late night D-Phi-E
ambulance service, thanks, Greg

wash. Ganja (you wanna
be a Kojak?)

To Owen (A lpha Chi
Rho) Yo te quiero, yo te amo, tu
ores mi Blanquito. Love Belinda
and the W.T.L.D. Bunch. P.S.
Enjoy your pina coladas and
peanut butler and jelly and bo
logna sandwiches.

Barbie, Sandy,
Olga: If it weren’t
foryou Ho-Cows,
my life would be
a living HELL.
Thanx for al
ways being
there for
me. Love ya
always - Jay

Happy Birthday Kim.
Love ya Lambada Sandy. ,
To B.T. and Mike Tyson
(Paterson and Newark in the
house): Kick anybody’s ass
lately? (haha) Love Beli

*We’re
^w abbits...- Sixty

Lisa
To Hortence - The cheese
exploded and I ’m feeling like a
giraffe with an Oedipal complex call me! Germaine
To the Kappa class of Phi
Sigma Sigma - Good luck on Sat
urday. Love
and Sister- hood - Phi
S i g m a
Sigma
To the
Lambda
class of Phi
S i g m a
Sigma - You
guys arc exc c 11 e n t !
Keep up the
great work!
Love the Sis
ters

(DPhiE Pledge) I can’t
wait until you find out who I am.
Keep it up, you are doing great!
Love, your secret big sis!
To the ZB’s of AO - Cotil
lion was awesome. Glad we were

To You - Conformity is the
work of Satan - Me
WHOA NELLY!!!
Baby Chick - 1 love you!
Mama Bird
Steve (Lambda Theta Phi)
Congratulations! Love Olga
To the W.I.L.D. Bunch; You
girls are all dat! I don’t know if
MSC is ready for you! Love
Belinda (LTO)
Steve: Congratulations! We
love you and w e’re proud of you.
Love Belinda and you Ho Cows
Mike and Bryan: We said
wholesome not homely! Betty and
Sheri
Steve (AXP) Thanx for a
great time at cotillion. You’re the
“best date.” Just keep your flames
undercontrol and watch your.step!!
Karen (AO)
Renee (SDT) Just wanted to
say Hi! I love ya! Mallory
To the Hay sleding posse,
you guys look HOT all wet. Love
the Spanish Hussies “W e’re outta
control"

Jules, You’re a great guy,
regardless ofyourPMS. Heh! Heh!
Love ya, Maria.

T hanks for the
great mixer! Love
Quick and Easy

Per
What does Peter
Brady win if he sells the
m ost cookies? Blossom
of the Month

all there. I love you guys! ZB 48

Jim (T-Phi-B) W here’s the
remote? Love Vicki (Tri Sigma)

Alyson (Sigm a Roomie)
D ead pu p p ies, bludgeoned
seals,...etc. Love Chiquita

A X P :

Cheeziest
sona

To tlie Kappas - Roses are
red Violets are blue Aren’t you
glad You left----- t--------- ! Love
you guys!

Nil
hunting

G eno, M ike, R ick and
Brendan - thanks for coming on
Sunday. AXP service chair.
Pres. Garta (Theta Kappa
Chi) I’m really going to miss you.
Love your little little.
To the girl with the red
headband - Can I be your sex slave!
Signed - Shuttle Stop, Student
Center
To the MSU Pledgees, Stay
Strong and hang in there. One day
you’ll be our sisters. Love Eddie
and Berto (LSU)

Theta Kappa Chi - Happy
Birthday to the greatest Big (#80)
Love your little Maria (Don’t go
crazy on me now!)

It was last
Thursday night, do
you know where
your boyfriend
was? Oh, I do! He
w as w ith me!
Tough luck, babe!

Theta Kappa
Chi - 1 had a great
time at the Cotil
lion. I want to thank
all the sisters that went and cheered
us on. Monica

Hey: what’s your name and
do you have a boyfriend. The girl
who works the gameroom Mon
day nights with the long black hair.
Interested.
All I want to do is zum, zum,
zum at Theta Xi
Listen girls, no more water
fights in the middle of the night!!
Delta Brothers - Four weeks
until Panama City! The first round
of drinks at SHARKY’S is on me
- Josh (DKPsi)

Duggan, I love you, plain
and simple!! Dianna

leap she’ll ever take. Ican’t helpyou ifyou don’t
help me. Time waits fo r no one. G e t it? Bond

Laura (Theta Kappa Chi) I ’ll
do anything for rent - a - bull. The
forgotten one.

Scott - You so bald, when
you wash you head, you get a brain

PhiSigSig Lambda Class Keep up the good work! Love the
Kappas
M ark (Sigm aPhiE ) Who
loves you? Mich
Gamma Upsilon (Sigma)
You guys are doing a greate info at
3 a.m. Love Sharon
Kristin, Lauren, Nat (SDT)
Cancún, here we come! What’s
Up??? Love Suzy

D arlen e and V an essa
(AKPSI) You’re fat - hookers!
Love ya - Lucy

M ark (Sigm aPhiE) Who
loves you? Mich

Tara (Theta) M aybe we
should switch roomates. You and
Laura seem to have a lot in com
mon these days - Love #76

Gamma Upsilon (Sigma)
You guys are doing a great job!
You ’re making us very proud! Love

To Melissa (Theta) “Come
on, L adies,
let’s mingle!!”
Luv EZ #87

&
Chris- It's no t a half
page, but I hope th is hot,
wet, birthday kiss makes
up fo r it- love, your hussy.
P S —I can't wait to spank youlll

Janice and Joan
,
DXiD-W hy did you want to
be a sorority? So you could copy
off everyone else?
To the B u lls (P led g es)
You ’re gonna be the death of m e!!
Love Gidge (Sigma Tau Nu pledge)
Remove this Section at
Perfoound of drinks at SHARK Y’S
is on me - Josh (DKPsi)

PhiSigSig Lambda Class Keep up the good work! Love the
Kappas
M ark (Sigm aPhiE) Who
loves you? Mich

miss you guys so much. Do you
miss me? (Probably NOT!) Jay

Dwayne: Are you still good
at unw rapping? Love Mira

PhiSigSig Lambda Class Keep up the good work! Love the
Kappas

Dwayne: Are you still good
at unwrapping? Love Mira
Goldie, A baby's firs t step is the biggest

Rem ove this Section at
Perfoound of drinks at SHARKY’S
is on me - Josh (DKPsi)

Dwayne: Are you still good
at unwrapping? Love Mira

Myma and Robyn (2A07) I

CoolestPersaiial

To the B ulls (P led g es)
You’re gonna be the death of me!!
Love Gidge (Sigma Tau Nu pledge)

Lori (LTO) Here’s you per
sonal! Stop crying!! Heh! Heh!
Love ya, Guess who?

Panama
C ity
and
SH A R K Y ’S =
Delta Kappa Psi
J i m
(TKE) Thanks
for being such a
great Cotillion
date. I had a great
tim e and you
were 10 times
better than any
o th er
date
could’ve been.
A llison
23
DAYS TILL CANCÚN!!!

DXiD - Why did you want to
be a sorority? So you could copy
off everyone else?

Gamma Upsilon (Sigma)
You guys are doing a great job!
You’remaking us very proud! Love
Janice and Joan

T o my
room ate #88
Theta - “My
lip s
are
sealed!” #87
Neal,

Three
weeks!! Are
you dead? Get
here soon!
Love,
Kelly

AXP. looking forward to Fri
day. Quick and EZ
#87 Theta: well I guess it
was my turn to get the psycho!
Love #88
to Jill (Pledge of Sigm a Delta
Phi) Keep up the good work! Love
Tori STN
Jackie/Jeannie (Bohn 821)
You two are beautiful inside and
out. Don’t ever change. Janet
To the sisters of DXiD Thank you for all of the support
and friendship you have shown
during our first week. We love you
guys! Love and Future Sisterhood,
the Alpha Class
To the sisters of AO - Cotil
lion ’93 rales!! You guys are the
best. I love you all - love and sister
hood, ZB 48
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Hgaû.„IFWOWAMTFlRE,
OAlg.-IF WÜ WANTA

PRAGUEOFWCUSTS,PRESS
ORPESTILENCE,pRg557HR,
A . A A - A .«

TOP60VWHOIMV^MT5PVOICEMAIL

ACROSS
1 Tape recorder
buttons
7 Auto section
14 Treat badly
15 Beiru t's country
16 Ranch worker
17 Paint solvent
18 Fernando ----19 Disguise
21 Great Lakes port
22 To ----- (exactly)
23 Singer White
24 Sailor
25 Mr. Caesar
26 Golf course hazard
28 Swamps
29 Mountain climbers
31 Types of food
33 Onassis, for short
34 Calendar abbrevi
ation
35 River in India
38 Type of roof
42 Cani ne tooth
43 Fixing a shoe
45 German a rtic le

46
47
48
49
51
52
53
55
57
58
59
60

Fraternal member
Mr. Parker
Storage place
Geological basin
Letters , in Athens
Lungs
Repeat
S. American tribe
Attack (2 wds.)
Most depressed
Goes hurry-scurry
Perceives

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Like Captain Kidd
California c i t y
Arm bones
Beer
Compass point
Lectures
Conflicts
"Darn!"
Honest ----Gra t i fy
Imitated Mr. Ed
People of ancient
Asia Minor

AU 3 E ■ CH7 S s I s
,J_ L L J S m E A N O N
l" R A N 3 E
C£ T ONE
L A MA J l l 1 A £ j J Me R I E
A T E EJ I J 3 S :l A R
s I DF U g k r|
e NS
ISI C A 1. R 1
0 i DS
A * I m Mm c N
GAN ; e w
ANS A R D
1' A N C| Is 3 L N C■ d E R
!!•; L K
r F E £ S 1 Is I L O
T A L à i |E r a £■ r I P E S
lì T E R T : ■ / i|M A z O N s
Is E T U 0 : l i <3 h E s T m
M A S T ( N m E N s E ■Li
1

13 Smiles derisively
16 Fashion designer
B i l l ----20 Query
23 Courtroom bodies
26 Ending for "ice"
27 Cato and Caesar,
e.g.
28 Flippers
30 Auld —
Syne
32 ----- Beach, C a lif.
35 Pygmalion's statue
36 Short socks
37 Begins to melt
33 Prayer books
39 Fatty
40 Slackens
41 Waste matter
42 Worship object
44 Meadow
48 Clothing categories
50 In ----(stagnati ng)
51 Boy's school near
London
52 Chess piece
54 "The Hairy ----- "
56 Curly's brother

% In. i s

© Edward Jul ius

Collegiate CW8818
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Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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60SH. I YE GOT NEGATIVE FIVE
POINTS A L R E A D Y I'M NOT
6ETT1NG ALL W E PERFORMANCE
I M ENTITLED TO.' _____

VÍHEN YOU'RE A KlD, YOU
DONT HAVE MUCH
VARIETY OF
EXPERIENCE.

LOOK,H0B8ES. W E R E S A
Q U IZ IN MY NEW IS S U E
Or CWEWWS M AG AZIN E.
'DOES YOUR GUN DELIVER ?
10 QUESTIONS SHOW WHAT

L E T S S E E HOW MY GUM
D O ES. '1 . HOW HARD IS
YOUR GUM AT W E BEGINNING'
Al ROCK-LIKE OR BRITTLE i
B) PLEASANTLY FIR M
j
C ) 30UI5HY O R BENDY " j

MMM... MY GUM IS PRETTY
HARD AT FIRST. I L L
MARK V .
________y

V

YOU L IV E W ITH YOUR
PARENTS AND THAT'S ALL
YCA) KNOW. YOU GROW UP
THINKING WHATEVER
THEY D o \S
•n o r m a l :

AUH. WHAT A DAY.' UP AT
6.00, A 10-MILE R l N IN
W E SLEET, ANO H C W A
BIG BOWL Of PLAIN OATMEAL.1
HOW I LOYE W E C RAZY
h e d o n is m o f w e e k e n d s /
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enter
tain ment

T O P L A C E A C L A SSIFIE D AD, PL E A SE SEND T H E AD (25 W O RD S),
A LO N G W IT H A C H E C K O R M O N E Y O R D E R F O R $8.00 PA Y A BLE T O T H E
M O N T C L A R IO N T O : THE MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX,

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N J

07043, ATTN,

c l a s s if ie d s ,

help
'W

child

i * wm

C

P a r t - t i m e - Eye
Doctor's office in W ayne
needs a friendly person
who's a self-starter to work
3 nights 5-8 and Saturday
10-6. Call Tammy at 256-

i i r e

U pper M ontclair Mom
seeks caregiver/"playmate"
for two active pre-school
boys. M o r F. 3 days/week,
part-tim e Flexible hours.
783-5775.

2228.

Heading for E U R O P E
this summer? Only $1691!
Jet there anytime for only
$169 w ith A IR H IT C H !
C A L IFO R N IA -$ 129 each
way. A IR H IT C H 212-8642000.

C R U I S E S H IP S
N O W H IR IN G - Earn
$2,000+/m onth + world
travel. Holiday, Summer
and Career employment
available. No experience
necessary. F or em ploy
ment program call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5096.

Babysitter needed for
one year old. Flexible sched
ule. 2 days, 1 night a week.
Please call 785-1246.
BABYSITTING - 2-3
nights per week. 3:30-7:30.2
adorable children ages 8 & 9
1/2. Cook simple dinners,
homework & play. Call 7443318.

G A F F E R ’S
PU B
Thursday Karaoke night. La
dies night every eve from
9pm. PA R TY N IG H T A T
G A F F E R ’S
ST.
P A T R IC K ’S DAY & PA 
R A D E DAY -M A R C H 14
440 M ain Street W est, Or
ange (2 blocks down from
the Tom Hat). 731-1373.

IV
»
w~ rent

Studio apartmentpriSE E JA N E T A L K — vate entrance willing to
B e in the a i& eiK & o f the trade for rent-walk to cam
new "Jane Pratt” show on pus o r shuttle. 509-8585.
LIFETIME. For FREE tick
ets call Allyson at 718-7065273.

MC AT

DR. BLANK’S REVIEW
E U R O P E th is su m 
m e r ? O n l y $169 (1 J e t
th e re an ytim e for $ 1 6 9
w ith A IR H IT C H ! C A R IB B E A N «$189 r/t a ir to
som ew here sunny. C A L I
F O R N IA -! 129 each w ay.
A IR H I T C H 212-864-

2000.

■niseel la — • 14 Session*, taught by Or. Blank
• P ER SO N A L, C A lt INC, A TTEN TIO N
ne» c
a
s:
• Highest Teacher Quality
• 17 Years MCAT/DAT Experience

Need a tax preparer...?
Minutes from campus, Com
puterized service. Very tea50 m M s . C all 2 3 9 -3 1 5 7
B & B TA X PR E PA R A 
TIO N ,

\un lliis Is Mitili k i Hüll
\ hiiiiiiial lli!i:iiril

CB4
THE
SOUNDTRACK

12Free College Credits Per Semester

THE 1993 INTER
NATIONAL COVER
M ODEL SEARCH. Di
rect contact with the top
100 agencies. Local, US,
Worldwide. For further in
formation call 201-4732471.

• Interview Counseling/Advice
• 90% S U C C E S S R A T E I

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

201 - 966 - 9054
D A T / O A T

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK,
ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD
CAN HAVE AN
ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT

lii-limr-läi:« Culs Irani

at over thirty New Jersey institutions of higher learning.
The New Jersey Army National Guard in cooperation with over thirty
New Jersey Institutions erfhigher learning offers you the chance to receive up to
12 tuition free college credits per semester. In addition, the New Jersey Army
National Guard will pay you up to $170 per month with the Montgomery G1
BilL To qualify, you must be a hi$i school graduate or équivalait and be a
member of the National Guard in good standing. This is a great opportunity to
serve your country, earn a good part-time salary and enjoy the benefits of a
higher education. Call your local recruiter for more information.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don’t
drink and ride. Or your last \ o
drink might be your last d rin k .y ff

1 800 792-8396
-

NEWJERSEY

-

AmericansAtMBes

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY F0UHDAT10nXT/

The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

¿

1

from V|J X
b a sed

1

lin MITDlls AndlluNMttliis

oo

M CA,

X . • plu* T"

o n 4 p e r s o n s p e r room

4 0 0 ' Ocean Frontage
2 heated Outdoor Pools
Largest P ool Deck In Daytona
Pizzeria/Restaurant
P ool B ar
Key Largo Nite Chib
Efficiencies
HOTEL

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
FANTASTIC GIVEAWAYS... UVE
ENTERTAINMENT... DAILY
CONTESTS/PRIZES... DAYTONA'S
B E S T BODY CONTEST...

935 S. Atlantic Av«. • Daytona Baach, FL 32118

OIRLCTLY ON TUL OCEAN AT

(8 0 0 ) 8 74 -0 1 36 (9 0 4 ) 252-2581

DAYTONA BEACH

\
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First flower of spring, the flower of hope.
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MSC seeks return to Division III World Series
Improved offense, depth keeps Kubicka optimistic regarding nlife without Fyfe"
by Keith A. Idee
The old adage states that suc
cess in softball depends on pitch
ing and defense. Ifthis holds true,
the 1993 MSC softball team should
have quite a season.
Coming off a 1992 season
that featured an NCAA Division
III Regional Toumament Champi
onship and an appearance in the
College World Series, expectations
are high for this year's team.

Softball

Preview
"We have a lot of players
returning from last year's team.
They tasted success and now they're
hungry for more. They've got the
incentive and now it's time to go
for it," said head coach Anita
Kubicka.
While the Red Hawks arc
stacked with talent all around the
diamond, they'll have a tough time
replacing the graduated Lois Fyfe.
The 1992 Division III Player of the
Year, who was also named to ev
ery other recognition team imag
inable, carried the Red Hawks to
(lie third spot in the final national
rankings.
However, Kubicka is confi
dent that this year's two-pitcher
rotation (junior Michelle Serio and
freshman Denise Wamock) will
do a good job of keeping oppo
nents from crossing the plate.
"They're both throwing real well
right now, so I think our pitching is
going to be solid," said the thirdyear coach.
The success of the pitchers
will be enhanced by MSC's reli
able defense and improved offense.
"I think our defense is good all

Hm

over the field and we've added some
punch to our lineup. The increase
in our speed on the base paths
should also help us a great deal,"
said Kubicka.
Although MSC has two qual
ity arms to count on, Kubicka
doesn’t think that pitchers will be
as dominant this season as they've
been in years past. That's due to the
fact that all three softball divisions
of the NCAA will be using new
optic yellow polyurethane balls.
These balls take off approximately
25-30 feet more upon impact than
the old balls.
The change in balls is good
news for the MSC hitters. Sopho
more Jennifer Flinn, junior Kristi
Kuchinski and senior Kim Drager
will lead the offesnive charge for
the Red Hawks.
Flinn, a second baseman
from Blackwood, was named the
NJAC's Rookie of the Yearin 1992
when she was second on the club
with a .377 average and made only
six errors. However, she had shoul
der surgery last summer and is
currently making her way back. If
Flinn comes back at full strength,
she'll be MSC's catalyst from the
leadoff position.
Kuchinski, the team's catcher
out of Matawan, is looked to for
leadership and motivation as well
production from both at and be
hind the plate. She batted .296 last
season and drove in 20 runs.
Drager, a shortstop known
for her tremendous arm and good
range, will provide consistency
offesively and defensively. She's
coming off a .293,26 RBI season.
The outfield will consist of
junior Karen Bouloucon in left,
senior Krissi Kressler in center and
junior Suzanne Tiedmann in right.
Kressler, a returning starter

M<s<u®

Suddenly, the co-star goes berserk and filming is halted
on the set of "Godzilla M eets Charles Barkley."

from Colonia batted .275 and com
mitted only three errors last year.
Tiedmann, also a returning
starter andBouloucon, apart-timer

grabs according to Kubicka.
At first base, Kerry Kramer,
a junior transfer from Linden, and
'freshm an Shannon Malone are

Kerry Kramer awaits instructions in preparation for an infield drill
during an MSC softball practice this week at Sprague Field.
last year, will be counted on for
good defense and punch from the
bottom o f the fineup.
Kubicka noted that sopho
more Cindy Pohlman could see
significant action in centerfield.
With MSC’s first game just a
little more than a week away, there
are still two infield positions up for

competing for the starting posi
tion. And at third base, junior Keri
O'Meara arid senior Suzanne Stoft
are the candidates. Starters for
both positions will be chosen next
week.
Other reserves include Mich
elle Zawoysky, a junior catcher
from Clark and Fran Bellapianta, a

As the intramural basketball
season enters March, last second
game winning shots, must win
matchups and teams just playing
out the year are all part of the
madness.
UNTOUCHABLES: The
X-Men and BDP are emerging as
the favorites to take the intramural
title. The X-Men (8-0) need just
one more win to clinch the Mon
day/Wednesday division. BDP (70) is on track to take the top seed on
T uesday/T hursday. The two
penthousers are the only teams left
without a loss.
B A N K ED :
T ro y
Bailey’s 20-foot jumper with
just :10 remaining kissed the
glass and dropped to give Ruff
Housea come-from-behind vic
tory over S udden Im pact.
You'vegot to call that shotTroy.
Rough House (5-2) also downed
Death Rho (6-2) last week and
seem to be peaking at just the
right time of the year.
ON THE RISE: Delta Chi
A (7-2) has won seven straight
after dropping their first two deci
sions to open the season. Jeff
K ow alchuk’s play during the
streak has drawn comparison to
John Starks of the New York
Knicks! R unnin' Nutlipp (6-2)
has crept back into the playoff hunt
due to a six game winning string.

The Sleepers (3-4) may live up to
their nickname in the MAY post
season. They added Amod Field
to a lineup that has been under
achieving all year.
PLAYOFF PICTURE: The
playoffs are approaching but the
format is still a little foggy. SILC is
leaning towards allowing the top
five teams from each division to
advance. Post season play on TfT
will be a dog fight, while the play
off bracket on MAY is shaping up
to be a dog show.
It will take a 7-3 or maybe a
6-4 record to make the top five on

CB's SILC
SCOOP
by Craig Berosh
T/T and some worthy teams are
going to get snubbed. If the play
offs started this week, Sudden Im
pact, one of the best teams in the
entire league, at 5-3 would not be
invited to the big dance. On the
other hand, a team with just three
or four wins is likely to qualify on
M AY!

C B ’s solution. SILC should

second baseman out of Carlstadt.
Stacy McWilliams, an infielder/
outfielder from Clarion , Pa. is
currently out of action stemming
from a knee injury sus
tained during basketball
season. Her return date
remains up in the air.
Bellapianta could
be called upon for
starter's duty depending
on the recovery of Flinn.
One area that
Kubicka would like to
see her team improve
upon is its' record in con
ference play. The Red
Hawks were 1-7 in the
NJAC last year despite
th eir 27-18 overall
record. "I'd like for us to
get better in our confer
ence and I'd also like a
top finish in the NJAC
tournament. Due to the
strength of our confer
ence, I feel that a strong
showing in the NJAC will
have a direct correlation
with regional action,"
Kubicka said.
Kubicka, a firm be
liever in communicating with her
players, feels that if her team can
properly execute that they should
be able to live up to their expecta
tions this season. She also knows
that her role is important, but win
ning games is up to the players.
"They are the ones who control
their own destiny," she said.
lump the entire league together.
Take the top ten squads on the
basis of record regardless of which
night they play. That would insure
the best ten and reward teams who
have played a difficult schedule.
T H A T 'S T H E S P IR IT :
Something had to give when 0-5
Delta Chi B clashed with the
winless D a’ Bricks Sunday night.
The two cellar dwellars battled
back-n-forth until DXB’s Willie
"Screech" Bureicz assumed the
role of hero. Bureicz hit the game
winning shot with :20 left to give
DXB their first "W"of the season,
31-30.
HOW ARD VS. SILC:
The verdict is in on Jo n ath an
Howard of Ruff House. He re
ceived a two-game suspension
for being ejected from a game
against the X-Men last week.
Howard was back in action Sun
day and scored as many points
in a victory over Death Rho as
he had technicals last week,
three.

CB'S SIX -PA CK
1. BDP
2. X-Men
3. R uff House
4. Sudden Im pact
5. Delta Chi A
6. R unnin Nutlipp
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LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION
presents

W ® BKTO”
•J:ASKI OH . S-HO'U11
M a r c h 16.1993

8:00 p m

(Doors open at 7:00pm)

Student Center Ballrooms
M O N TC LAIR STATE

Adm ission:

$400
\

All proceeds will be donated to the
"Association of Hispanic Handicapped"
LASO is a Class I of the S.G.A.
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FRONTHE
PRESSBOX
by Keith A. Idee

Recent moves could finally have
Jets flying in the right direction
Has Leon Hess finally had
enough?
Enough of his New York
Jets being one the least respected
in the league;enough of them play
ing second fiddle to the New York
Giants in the metropolitan area;
enough of his team just not getting
anywhere year after year?
Judging from the moves that
the Jets made this week, the an
swer to the questions above is an
emphatic "YES!"
The signings of free agents
Ronnie Lott and Leonard Marshall
represent a lot more than just the
addition of two quality players to a
hurling defense.

These two players have six
Super Bowl rings between them.
They both bring leadership and
work ethics that are unquestion
able. More importantly, they bring
reputations with them that give the
Jets an instant dose of credibility.
The Jets have suddenly taken
over the headlines in what is ordi
narily March Madness time and
with good reason.
Hess and general manager
Dick Steinberg sent a message to
free agents around the league. The
message is simple: We want to win
right now! By paying Lott $3
m illion over tw o years and
Marshall $4 million over three

years, the Jets also made it known
that they are willing to pay more
than market value for players as
they take advantage of the new
free agent system.
Now the Jets are going after
the free agent of all free agents,
former Philadelphia Bagels' defen
sive end Reggie White. There's
only one problem: half of the teams
in the league want the top defen
sive lineman in football, too. Why
should he come to the Jets?
Well, it all comes full-circle.
The Jets have now improved their
reputation. Just because Lott and
Marshall are no w Jets doesn't mean
White will want to become one.

But it can’t hurt either.
Rumor has it that a 4-year,
$ 14 million contract is what White
yearns. For the sake of Jet fans
everwhere, Mr. Hess should be
willing to open his huge wallet a
bit more.
Could you imagine a defen
sive front of White, Marshall and
Jeff Lageman? Add to that Lott
with budding star Brian Washing
ton at safety and James Hasty and
M ike Brim at com erback and
you’ve created the core for an
NFC-type defense.
And let's not forget that the
Jets have the third pick in this
April's NFL Draft. They're cur
rently drooling over Florida State
linebacker Marvin Jones. If Jones
is taken with one of the first two
picks (it's especially possible be
cause the Patriots, headed by Bill
Parcells, have the first pick), there
are other defensive studs for
Steinberg and company to choose
from. Regardless of who New
England and Seattle pick, the Jets
are guaranteed to come away with
at least one of the top three defen
sive players out of the college pool.
Last season the Jets took
major steps backwards after mak
ing the playoffs in 1991. The Jets
went undefeated in preseason in
1992, providing false hope that
team was steadily progressing.
Then things fell apart. Week in
and week out the Jets found differ
ent and more amazing ways to lose
football games. Then came the
Dennis Byrd tragedy to further
compound a disasterous season.

So, after the misery of last
season, this attempt at an image
change comes as a breath of fresh
air for Jet fans.
Building with defense is the
way to go and the Jets finally seem
to realize that. But they'll need the
cooperation of recent flops Blair
Thomas and Browning Nagle on
the offensive side o f the ball to
become legitimate contenders.
And a new offensive line wouldn't
hurt either.That’s easier said than
done, but somebody's got to save
Bruce Coslet's job, right?

C alling the shots
The P ern e ll W h ita k e rBuddy M cG irt fight on Saturday
night may not have lived up to
billing, but it was the fight of the
year so far. Well, there hasn’t been
m uch to choose from and anything's
b etter than R id d ic k BoweM ichael Dokes.....Speaking of
Bowe: if he fights Jesse Ferguson
in May as proposed, fans should
boycott. Enough of this crap is
enough already. Ferguson was 199 before he upset Ray M ercer,
who was overrated anyway. He
doesn't deserve a shot at the heavy
weight title just for one win over a
never-was. Politics are ruining the
sport,but as long as people pay at
the gate and forpay-per-view, pro
moters will continue to provide
fans with mismatch after mismatch.
Let's get Bowe in the ring with
Lennox Lewis and put a stop to
this nonsense. Have a nice break.

College Life Union f3oard P re s e n ts . . .
A WEEKEND TRIP TO

BOSTON, MASS.
Three days, Two nights
Friday, A pril 16 - Sunday A pril 18
C ost:$149 per person (Quad O ccupancy)
$169 per person (Triple O ccupancy)
$ 1 8 9 per person (D ouble O ccupancy)
A $ 5 0 dep osit is due before Spring Break
Price includes: R ound trip transportation via deluxe m otorcoaches, 4 m eals,
A ccom od ation s at a First C lass hotel, fu ll use o f hotel fa c ilitie s, sig h tseein g
tours to N ew England A quarium , C heers, Freedom Trail tour and other
historical sites.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT CLUB AT 893-5232, RM
112D SC ANNEX. ASK FOR
SELINA LAWSON
COLLEGE LIFE UNION BOARD IS A CLASS ONE OF THE SGA

Softball looks for re
peat of last season's
m agic...................... 21

"Pressbox": Will the
Jets improve after
making moves? 23

SILC hoops...........21
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Expectations are high for MSC baseball
Pallino, M icucci and Yocum will lead deep, talented squad
by Brian Faizarano
Another year, another set of
expectations. Every year coaches
tell anyone who will listen that their
team will do well and compete for
a championship of some kind.
A coach earns the right to say
this when his team has seven re
luming starters from a 30-14-1 team
that finished third in the NJACand
finished second in the Mid-Atlan
tic Regional lo the eventual na
tional champion, William Paterson.
For head coach Norm
Schoenig, those descriptions are
unequivocally true. "We have a lot
of depth this year," notes the sixthyear coach. "I expect to go to the
regionals (the Mid-Atlantic Re
gional tournament) and the Col
lege World Series," he said of his
team, which is ranked seventh in
Baseball America's Division III
poll.
However, Schoenig does not
go to battle without a capable army.
This year will provide an influx of
talent from incoming freshmen to
veteran upperclassmen.
To begin with, pitching will
be a Red Hawk forte, capable of
going nine deep. "We have a lot of
depth on tliis staff, maybe the most
w e’ve ever had," Schoenig said.
Loaded with fresh talent, newcom
ers include freshman right-handers
John Carlon and Todd Sak, accom
panied by left-hander Terrance
Costello. All three come in highly
regarded.
Junior right-hander Chris

ers, 53 RBI in ’92), will be looked is called upon to play third base on
to as a vital source of support. occassion.
"John is one of the purest and
The outfield is yet another
most disciplined hitters in Divi area of great depth. Senior co-capsion in, who will help lead us to tain Joe Critelli (.311, team lead
a regional championship," said ing six home runs in ’92) will again
Shoenig.
man right field, while freshmen
A long
w ith Tom Vellis and Chris Roof will be
Pallino, the double in center field and left field, re
play combination of spectively. Sophom ore R alph
sop h o m o res M ike . Yezza will be the designated hit
M urphy and Tony ter. Key understudies include Dan
Martinez, the NJAC Massaro in the outfield and junior
Rookie of the Year in Harold Van Dunk at designated
1992, helped MSC tie hitter.
for the Division III
In all, this is what you, the
lead in twin killings fan, should look for from the Red
w ith
47.
T hird Hawks this season. You can ex
b asem an
Rob pect stellar defense, timely hitting,
DiLaurenzio, ajunior and excellent pitching. While it
who can play three will be rough sailing in the NJAC,
positions, will handle with powerhouses such as defend
the hot com er and ing national champion William
leadoff. Senior Brian Paterson, Rutgers Newark, Rowan,
Sasso and sophomore and Trenton State. It is so tough
Jason Scavalla will be that, as Schoenig pointed out, "A
key backups.
team can have four or five losses in
Catching is an the conference and still win the
other area of oceanic league, as well as the regionals."
depth. Sophom ore
The only thing that will
M ike M icucci (50 hinder this team will be the lack of
RBI, leading all Divi execution. Without execution, "Ex
sion III catchers in pectations won’t mean realizations
’92), an outstanding (of our goals)," noted Schoenig.
defen siv e catcher,
However, if MSC is going
All-NJAC first baseman John Pallino and teammates participate in an infield
will anchor the back along with adept, intelligent play,
drill at a recent Red Hawk practice on the turf of Sprague Field.
stop capably. Junior and the team jells before or during
Gerrard Tenebruso, a the NJAC play-offs, their season
ERA in 67 innings in ’92). Senior thusiasm and plenty of offensive transfer from Division I Rutgers may very well end in Battle Creek,
Frank Dippold, a transfer from spark. First baseman John Pallino, University, will provide more than Michigan, sight of the Division III
Florida Atlantic, will be the closer ajuniorco-captain(.384, fivehom- adequate support when Micucci College World Series.
Rampone (5-2, 3.99 ERAin ’92),
who is recovering from the flu, will
be counted on as another starter
when he is healthy. This quartet
will join 1992 NJ College Division
Pitcher of the Year, junior left
hander Drew Yocum (7-1, 1.74

out of the bullpen. Juniors John
Blacharsky and Andrew Maira and
sophomore Kevin Schessler will
close out this young, potential
laden staff.
The "infield of dreams" (all
four starters return) is one o f en

Undefeated Sloan wins Division III Red Hawk Road Trips
-TheMSC softball and baseball teams will hit the
road
Spring Break to play in Florida and Cali
national championship at 177 lbs. forniaoverrespectively.
According to the schedules, 17
by Nicole Festa

Tltis past weekend, the five
MSC qualifiers competed in the
Division III National Wrestling
Championships at New London,
Conn.
Jim Sloan was the highlight
of the weekend for the Red Hawks.
The undefeated 177-poundcr won
the Division III national champi
onship in his weight class, as he
closed out his career at MSC with a
remarkable 72-1 record.
Bill Templeton, MSC's 167pound competitor, also reached the
finals in his weight class, but was
ousted 4-2 in overtime.
As a team, the Red Hawks
were coined "underdogs" in this
tournament but proved early on that
they were a force to reckoned with.
Going into the tournament,
head coach Steve Strellner felt that
all five of his wrestlers had a shot at
placing, and that overall his team

could finish third. "When we ar
rived we were shooting for third
because both teams that we had
seen (Wartsburg and Augsburg) had
seven All Americans and we only
had three," said Sfrellner of his
realistic approach.
Templeton, a senior who was
not a favorite to win his weight
class coming into the tournament,
pulled off upsets in the quarterfinals
and semifinals to move to the cham
pionship round.
Although he lost in the fi
nals, Templeton was quite impres
sive. "Bill wrestled really well. He
put everything together at the right
time," said Strellner.
Sloan, a senior who was the
favorite coming into the tourna
ment, went into overtime (5-5) in
his championship match with Bruce
Kuennen of Central University of
Iowa. Sloan's whole season was
riding on this overtime session and

he pulled out an 8-6 victory.
The win avenged Sloan's
only loss as an MSC wrestler two
years ago in the Divsion III Cham
pionship match, when he lost 9-5
against Peter Wang of the Univer
sity of Chicago. He redshirted last
season to concentrate on academ
ics and continued to work out on
his own.
Sloan, who transferred to
MSC from Division I Central Con
necticut, felt that his was one o f his
toughest matches of theyear. He
was also happy about his decision
three years ago to come to MSC.
"Looking back, I feel I made a
great move coming to Montclair,"
he said.
Armando Nardone (126 lbs.),
John Stobie (189 lbs.) and Sean
McLearie (HWT.) were the three
remaining MSC qualifiers for the
NCAA tournament.

games will be played in all.

Softball

B aseball

Sat. 3/20 vs. Lake Michigan,
11:30 a.m.
Sat. 3/20 vs. Baldwin Wallace,
6:30 p.m.
Son. 3/21 vs. Carthage,
1:1S pan.
Sun. 3/21 vs. Allegheny,
4:45 p.m.
Toes. 3/13 vs. Calvin,
8 a.m.
Tries, 3/23 vs. Mount Mercy,
1:15 p.m.
Wed., 3/24 vs. Wisc.-Whitewater, 1:15 p.m.
Wed. 3/24 vs. Baldwin Wallace,
4:45 p,m.
Tburs., 3/25 vs. Nebraska Wes
leyan, 8 p.m.
Thurs. 3/25 vs. Allegheny,
9:45 p.m.

Wed. 3/17 vs. Univ of Redlands, 2:30 p.m.
Thurs. 3/18 vs. Azusa Pacific,
2 p.m.
Fri. 3/19 vs. Cal. Lutheran,
2 p.m.
Sat. 3/20 vs. Cal. Poly-Pomona,
1 p.m.
Sun. 3/21 vs. Univ. of Laverne,
7 p.m.
Mon. 3/22 vs. CaL-San Diego
2 p.m.
Tues. 3/23 vs. Claremont
Mudd Scripps, 3 p.m.
* *After returning home, softball resumes play on 3/30 vs.
Muhlenberg (DH) and base
ball comes back on 3/28 to
play Adelphi.

